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An understanding and knowledge of coastal environment and processes involved is 
necessary for any coastal management or planning and coastal engineering endeavour 
especially when dealing with the coastal erosion problem. The main objectives of' this 
study are to carry out assessment on the current state of erosion, determine the causes of 
coastal erosion and evaluate the performance of existing protection measures. The study 
covers approximately 84 km long of shoreline in southern part of 1'crcngganu. The 
erosion profile, coastal features and prx: rss, environmental data, causes of erosion, 
erosion control measures and some previous studies arc discussed in the literature 
review part as a basis for the assessment of the current state of erosion in the study area. 
The data and information from local authority, journals, reports, text books and also 
local communities were collected throughout the year. Samples of beach sediment are 
collected during the site visit. The samples are then tested in the laboratory through dry 
sieve analysis. The test is conducted to determine the average sirs, type and particle size 
distribution of the beach sediment. 'Ihe results arc analyzed and combined with other 
data to classify the state of erosion into one of the erosion categories (critical. 
significant and acceptable). Possible longshore sediment transports arc calculated at 
several locations where the erosion is critical and significant. From the trend in beach 
profile, particle site, beach width and beach slope, it can be concluded that many 
locations in southern coastline of 'lercngganu arc still hieing significant and critical 
erosion. the results of' this study provide valuable data and information for further 
research and implemenntation. 
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1.1 Background or Study 
Malaysia relics hcavily on the rich natural resources of* its coastal areas. 'I he coastal 
none of Malaysia fuss a special sotto-economic and environmental significancc. 
Ahdullah (1993) says that more Own 701/6 of'the population lives within the coastal area 
and a lot of cconomic activities such as urhuniration. agriculture, recreation, eco- 
tourism, tishcrics, aquaculturc and oil und gas exploration arc situated in this area. hic 
cc>aatal /one and its associated resources create it dynamic und sensitive natural 
environment that contributes significantly to the economic und social well being of the 
people of Malaysia. 
Malaysia has about 4,909 km of coastline comprising two distinctly diflercnt physical 
formations, namely the mangrove fringed mud flats and sandy beaches. The cast coast 
of* Peninsular Malaysia consists of straight sandy finrmations in the north and a series of 
hook- or spiral-doped bays to the south. The west coast of Peninsular Malaysia, 
however, comprises mainly muddy fomiations, with limited areas of lxx: ket sandy 
beaches. In Sarawak and Subah, the coastlines arc about equally divided between sandy 
beaches and mud coast. The coastal iA)nc is broadly dcfincd as the areas where 
tcrsrrstrial and marine processes interact. This includes the coastal plains, deltaic arras. 
coaxtn) wetlands, estuaries and lagoons. 
I 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The cflccts of the increasing pressure in the coastal areas are dcgradution of' the 
environment through pollution and unsustaitutble exploitation of"coustul living and non- 
living resources. With 4,804) km of coastline and a large pcrccntagc of population living 
within 5 km tram it, demands of developments and industrialization in thcsc areas have 
nuufc a very big impact on the resources and the coastline itself. "Erosion was identified 
as a national problem in the National Coastal Erosion Study (1986) with approximately 
29% (14(X) knt) of Malaysia coastline was fining erosion" (Abdullah, 1993; Rasiron, 
14x)8 and (; hani Aziz and Mokhtar, 2(X)3). Figure 1.1 illustrates the total length of 
shorclinc and length of eroded shoreline of ach state in Malaysia. 
According to (ihani Aziz and Mokhtar (2(K)3) and Chonwattana. Nuimsampao, and 
Sacngsupavanich (20(x)), the coastal erosion is basically a natural phenomenon. 
Ilowcvcr, apart from the hazards brought by natural phenomena, man-made activities 
have contributed significantly to the erosion of the coastlines. Activities and projects 
ranging from channel dredging, constniction of harbor and dams, reclamation and sand 
mining have caused the alterations to the natural coastline, which in turn have severely 
affected the biophysical resourecs and the ecological functions of coastal meas. 
Development of coastal areas to serve important economic and social needs often 
interferes with coastal processes, causing the shoreline to respond differently and 
altering the natural erosion patterns. 
'I'crcngganu is also Piing comstul erosion problem especially in the southern coastline. 
In some areas, the crosion has encroached and endangering the roads, infrastructure and 
other stnxaurrs. On the other hand, the structures that were built on beach tend to 
increase the potential of coastal erosion. Another problem is that the existing coastal 
protection works such as the construction of engineering structures and beach 
nourishment are very costly and not always successful to deal with this situation. 't'hese 
problems require appropriate mitigation measures and related coastal protection works 
to reduce the effect and prevent the beach from erosion. 
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I igurc 1.1: 'total Icngth of cnxlcd shorclinc of cacti statc in Malaysia 
1.3 Objectives of Study. 
11wc ohjcctivcs ol'thc study arc: 
(a) Io assess the current state of erosion of the coastal urcus. 
(h) To ohsctvc the pcrformuncc ol'thc existing coastal erosion protection work. 
(c) To assess the impact of the dcvclopntcnt of sonic protection work on the liorcshorc 
to the beach protilc. 
(d) To study the causes of coastal erosion as wcll as the clliect to the stnictures, 
infrastructures and local communities. 
(c) 'i n provide rccomnicndation for the improvcmcnt of the coastal areas. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
'11c wopc of work for the study inriudcs: 
(a) Collection aril review of availahic data tend information from journals and previous 
studies related to the current study such as: 
I 
i. Meteorology und hydrology 
ii. ('cw. stal land rise socioeconomic condition 
iii. kivcr mouth und shoreline condition 
iv. Existing projects tier river mouth improvement und coastal erosion 
protection 
(b) Ficid Survcy/Mcasuremcnt and Analysis 
i. Shorclinc and rivcr mouth survcys 
ii. Sociocconomic survcy 
iii. Duta and swnplc collection 
iv. Short material analysis (%icvc analysis) 
°Ibc study covers the area of approximately 83 km long of shorclinc in %)utl)cr7i purl of 
'I'crengganu starting f'mm Kg. Rantau Ahung to Kg. (icliga Basar in ('hukui. The whole 
area covers 6 major towns in '1'crcngganu which arc 1)ungun, I'aka, Kcrtch, Kcmasik, 
Kijal and ('hukai. Figure 1.2 shows the locution of'study area. 




2.1 Erosion Profile 
()iolccr (2008) explains that the beach profile is mainly aflcctcd by a number of 
parameters. such as wave height and period, beach slope, and the material properties of 
the bed. The characteristic of the typical beach erosion geometry is shown in figure 2.1 
below, As shown, z. is the horiramtal distance between the original point of the 
shoreline and the maximum upper erosion point, z, is the horizontal distance between 
the original point of the shoreline and the equilibrium point, z, is the horizontal distance 
between the original point of the shoreline and the final shoreline, b. is the vertical 
distance between the original point of the shoreline and the maximum upper erosion 
point, bd is the maximum erosion depth, b, is the vertical distance between the 
equilibrium point and SWl., and Vr is the volume of the erosion. 
Fmurr 2.1: Nrnc: h cro ion Kramrtry 
3 
2.2 Transport t'rocca+ 
Rijn (1907) presented that mean currents such as tide-, wind- and density-driven 
currents carry the sediments in the direction of the main flow. This type of transport 
usually is termed the current-related transport. Besides. Vesterby has conducted study 
about the littoral transport and he says that littoral transport is divided into two general 
clauses which are transport parallel to the shore (longshorv transport) and transport 
perpendicular to the shore (transversal transp)rt). The material transported is called 
'littoral drift'. l. ongshorc transport results Crum the stirring of'scdimcnt by the breaking 
wave. The movement of this sediment is a function of the component of the wave 
energy in an alongshore direction, the longshorc current generated by the breaking 
waves and the tidal variation. Ile direction of longshorc transport is directly related to 
the direction of wave approach (the angle oC the wave to the shore) and the tidal current. 
The rate of longshore transport is dependent on the generated longshorc curnnt, wave 
duration and energy. Transversal transport is determined primarily by wave steepness, 
sediment site, tidal variation, beach and sea bottom slope. 
2-3 Climate Condition in Malaysia 
Ahurad and Kobuta (22(K)O have investigated the climate condition in Malaysia. Thcir 
findings show that most towns in the Peninsular Malaysia experience high temperature 
and humidity throughout the year without remarkable variations. Ilowcvcr, there is a 
soasonal climatic change. which is dominated by the monsoons. The monsoons 
represent significant changes in the wind conditions and raintirlls. 'I he monsoon sca. Son 
can be divided into two manso n periods and the intcr monsoon period: namely, the 
Northeast Monsoon period (November to March), the Southwest Monsoon period (May 
to September) and the inter monsoon period (April and October). Ilse climatic 
conditions of towns dominated by the monsoons are significantly different between the 
cat and west coast of the Peninsular. Figure 2.2 shows the direction of the wind in 
Northeast and Southwest mtonwxn. 
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Figurc 2.2: Wind dircctiun ul'ciwh munncwn pcri(xl 
Figure 2.1 below indicates the wind roses and summary of climatic conditions in 
I crengganu over the part 15 yearA (lo)MM-2(K)2). The indicated climatic data was 
calculated by averaging hourly values observed by the Malaysian Metrological 
Department (MMI)). As shown, both the mean temperature and the nican relative 
humidity varied minimally throughout the year. ley contrast, the direction and mean 
wind velocity change according to the monsoon periods. The mean wind velocities in 
lcrrngganu indicate 1- 3 m/s. Figure 2.; also shows that values of* mean wind velocity 
in the inter monsoon period are similar with those in the southwest monsoon period. On 
the cast coast of the Peninsular, the wind direction of the daytime sea hrrcic 
corresponds to those during the northeast monsoon period. 'thus, in Tcrengganu, the 
wind directions observed during the northeast monsoon period prevail. The mean wind 
velocity during the northeast monsoon period is 2.7 m/s (Ahmad and Kobuta, 2006). 
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2.4 ('oAstAI F'catur" 
In southern coastline of 'l crcnggunu, there are many coastal features such as straight 
sardiy beach, hoxok-sluspcd bay, rocky headland, river mouth and sand spit. The most 
special feature is the hook-shaped buy. Klomp, 'Cilmuns, and Vrocg (1993) have studied 
the formation of hook-shaped buy especially in Kcrich Buy. 'l'lsey ti)und that once the 
sediment is being transported alongshore on a coast with headlands, it will them a curve 
logarithmic-spiral segment in the center, and a near circular section in the lee of the 
upcoast headland. Such bay shapes have been formed over thousands of years ago but 
have been cnxied, or more greatly indented in the past hundreds of years due to 
reduction in scdiment supply to the coast From rivers. In terms of stability, hook-shaped 
hay maybe in dynamic equilibrium with continual sediment supply, or in static 
equilibrium when no further littoral drift is taking place. It is believed that most of the 
hook-shaped hays in 'I'c cngganu arc in dynamic equilibrium. 
Klump, l ilmans, and Vrocg (1993) concluded that the shape of the buy beaches can be 
rcpresentcd by a logarithmic spiral, as shown in the Figure 2.4. From Figurc 2.4, it can 
he seen that Kcrtch Day configuration fits such a spiral shape. This crcnulate-shapcd 
lanxlform has been shaped over centuries by monsoon wave action from the South 
China Sea, with predominant wave approach from 10' N and 60" N wave sectors. In 
this respect, it is interesting to note that the spiral shapc of Figure 2.5 well delineates the 
static equilibrium shape in respect to the 600 N wave sector. 'Ibis fact thus indicates that 
the littoral drift system along the southern constlinc of "I'crcngganu can be considered to 
be largely determined by the 30" N wave sector, 
K 
Fil; urc 2.4: Spiral thcory ul'a hix)k-xhupcJ buy 
U iburr 2.5: Application of spiral thcory in Kcrtch flay 
2.5 ('aus" of Coastal Frosion 
2.5.1 Natural Causes 
Storm Wew 
Ki)n (2(X)'))1xýintc. f out that OI of'thc Cauxc% of'cronion is Storm waver which mrwc the 
%cdimcnt towards ofl%horc whilc fair-wcather wnvcw and rcwcll return the . cdimcnt, 
I) 
sloorc, %-ard. llwrn, the beach and dune lone of the coast arc heavily uttuckcd by the 
in oming wavcs, usually resulting in erosion prexcsses. Whcn storm waves arrive at the 
beach, the crests break frequently, resulting in large volumes of water running up the 
beach face and cause -und to he drugged down the slope. 'llic sediments are carried in 
seaward direction by wave-induced currents (undertow) and in longshorc direction by 
"avc-. Hind- and tide-induccd currents. 
Transport gradient 
Mangor (2002) also points out that the cause of natural coastal erosion is an increasing 
gradient in transport rate in the direction of the net transport. This can be due to 
gradients in the wave conditions at certain stretches, a curved coastline, or spiecial 
hathymetric conditions. 
Sea level rises 
Yrw ctya (2006) found that the possible cause of coastal erosion is sea level rise. As the 
sea lcvcl rises, the water depth increases and the wave base becomes deeper; waves 
reaching the coast have more energy and therefore can erode and transport greater 
quantities of sedinicnt. Thus, the coast starts to adjust to the new sea level to maintain a 
dynamic equilibrium. 
Natura! J 'ariatkon 
Resides, the natural variation in the supply of sand to a coaxtlinc from a river can 
contribute to erosion. Droughts in large river basins can result in long pcriods with 
dccrcasing supplies of'sand to the shoreline, leading to shore erosion (Mangor, 2(K)2). 
2.5.2 Human ('ousn 
Apart fmm the alxwc natural ctuarci . 4, the cnosion also can he cuuacd by the dcvclopmcnt 
of coastal xtructurc3 and %and mining work in the rivcr mouth. 
Iu 
Interference by coastal structures 
" the presence of the structure like groyne or other similar stricture perpendicular to the 
slxorelinc has a series of cfl'ects such as trapping of sand on the upstream side of the 
structure and leaves the other side with insufficient sediment budget, thus causing shore 
erosion along adjacent shorelines. Wrapping of sand in entrance channels and outer 
harbor also caused the erosion" (l. cont'ycv, I997). Again, Mangor (2(N)2) points out 
that seawalls and revetments also can cause erosion. lie says that an eroding shore will 
continuously supply the material to the littoral transport budget if'the erasion is allowed 
to continue. When the erosion is stopped at certain sections by the construction of 
seawalls or revetments, the supply of sand from this section of the shoreline to the 
sediment budget along the adjacent sections of shorelines will stop, whereby these 
adjacent shorelines will be exposed to increased erosion. 
I. cont'yev (1997) also studied about the cflect of the construction of breakwater and 
jetties to the erosion. In order to maintain a navigation channel at the river mouth. 
breakwater and jetties are constructed. llowever, they will modify flow variation, 
drninagc pattern, and water quality because of the change of the tidal cxctutnge and 
flood flow. Sometimes, salt water intnision into upper reaches of the river affects the 
existing use of water. 'lhc construction of breakwater at the river mouth also sometimes 
causes shoreline erosion and accretion nearby the river mouth because of the 
modification of the littoral sediment transport and sediment supply from the river. 
Nursery and breeding area may be destroyed directly or uflectcd by the siltation. From 
an aesthetic point, the breakwater will modify landscape at the river mouth. 
River Regulation Works and. tiand Mining in Rivers 
A dccrcawc in the supply of sediments to n shorclinc duc to the regulation of' riven, 
which previously supplied mutcriul to the shoreline, is u very common cause of cc n tad 
croxion. 'I1w rivcr regulation works can he the construction of dams fir power 
production and irrigation purposes, or the deepening of navigation channels and wand 
raining. but all of them cause less supply of sediment to the shoreline. Sand mining in a 
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rivcr lowcrs its bottom, caustics hunk erosion and rcduccs the supply of sand to the cou. Yt 
(Manor, 2002). 
2.6 Previous Studies and tiurvcya 
2.6.1 National Coastal Erosion Study (N('ES) 
As a subject of major national concern, the Malaysian government launched the 
National Coastal Erosion Study from November 1984 to January 1986. Depending on 
the economic and physical consequence of coastal erosion, these erosion sites were 
cln. 'isilied under three categories, namely critical, significant and acceptable (N('I? S, 
1986), An eroding coastline is deemed critical if the infrastnicturc within the area is 
immediately threatened and if the erosion is going to threaten the infrastructure within 5 
years without any coastal protection, it is classified as significant. Similarly, a severe 
eroding shoreline with uninhibited woodland in the backshorc is classified as acceptable 
(N('E; S, 1986) 'Mc information and data collected from the N('ES report are described 
as below. 
Reora / 
Rcach I covers the arcs from Kg. Rantuu Abang to '1'g. 1)ungun (figure 1.2). This is an 
cxtrcnicly straight shoreline with a steep forcshorc (I on K) and is narrow beach 
appn)ximatcly 5(1 m in width. This reach was relatively stable where shore retreat is 
noted about I in or less per year. l. ongshorc transport was to the south. Quite likely, the 
net longxhore transport rate was low, 10 (KK) to 30 000 m'/yr. The direction of the wave 
is 63° to the north (NCl. S. 19)Kb). 
Rrorl4 2 
Reach 2 cover SK km of arras starting from T g. 1)ungun to I. 11rnunjok where most 
of beaches have a series of small and large hook-shaped bays and rocky headlands 
(Figure I. 2). The general trend of the coast was north-south. The general shoreline 
alignment of this reach is 340". '11w shoreline in this area is exposed to waves from the 
South China tica. The predominant direction of littoral transport along the share is to 
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the south. At cash of the h(x)k-shapcd hays, there is a discrete submerged offshore bar 
cxtcnding from the updrifl or north headland and returning to the shore approximately 
1.0 to 2. S kin down cost. Common beach material in these urcus is fine scold. however, 
in some arras there are a few piles of rocks which can reduce the wave energy from 
eroding the fine beach sediment (N('i: S, 19K6). 
Emxion arcns in this reach wcrc typically locatcd in 1)ungun and Paka. 12 m to 15 m of 
the shore in t)ungun eroded since the bar formcd in 1978. In 1994. rocks were randomly 
dumped along the shoreline to prcvcnt further erosion. Approximately 2 km south of 
I)ungun, a 10X) m to 120 m stretch of coastal roads leading to MARA Institute of 
'I cchnology had been protected by rocks. I lowcvcr, both of these rock revetments did 
not appear to have is filter layer and subjected to damage during high wave attack 
(NCFS, 19K6). 
Paka was also experiencing same problem. Local residents at l'aka stated that the beach 
was about 19 m to 21 m wider about ten years ago before 1984. A steel sheet pile 
bulkhead was constructed to prevent the beach near the I'uku flower Station from 
erosion. llowever, this sheet pile was temporary and had been removed following the 
completion of the offshore work. l'aka bays experienced large movements of sand north 
and south along the coact even though the amount of sand entering and leaving the bay 
in an alongshore direction was probably srttall. Iingincers interviewed at the site had 
noted that the beach between Paka and '1'g. futu Laut was relatively stuhle. The beaches 
between Kench and Kijal were also relatively stuhle. A few of'the small streams located 
along this area were open indicating that the longshore littoral transport is small (N('IS. 
1 986 ). 
Reach 3 
Reach ,1 
is 30 km long and extents from TV. Pcnunjok south to TU. ('hcrating (Figure 
1.21). 'Mc general alignment of all the heachcs in this reach is al )ut 10". Thc pr tection 
work Tike north and mouth breakwaters had been constructed to overcome the erosion 
along the shoreline especially in Kg. Kemanuin. 'Ihe turning basin and entrance channel 
had been dredged to -IA m below A('1) with provision to deepen to -l9) m A('1). This 
Ii 
reach is directly exposed to the waves from South China Sca because there is no any 
island located offshore along the coast. Predominant wavc cticrgy approaches from the 
northeast, strong southerly winds during the southeast monsoon period can generate up 
to 2m waves. The longshorc transport is from north to south along this reach as 
evidenced by the large buildup of sand on the seaward side of the north breakwater. 
around the breakwater head and inside the turning basin against the wharf at Tg. 
lkrhala. The area north of the harbor was considered as stable. South of the harbor, the 
area was relatively stahlc to slightly accrctional, with the exception of Kg. Kcmutnan. 
the shoreline and erosion characteristics were similar to that at I'aka and I)ungun. 
I lowevcr. 100 m of the beach immediately south of Sungai Kcrnaman was dredged and 
used as fill (or the supply base at T g. IHerhala. Some residents have loosely constructed 
a bulkhead using sandbags and scarp woxxl to protect their honks during the monsoon. 
Vegetative cover along the coast in this buy consists of coconut trees, casuarinas trees 
and grassland. The hinterland is largely composed of'swamp digest (N('l: S, 1986). 
2.6.2 Coastal Erosion in Kcrtch 
'Ibis study was conducted by Klump, 'I'ilmans and Vnocg in July 1993 to dctcnninc the 
cuuscs of coastal erosion and mitigation measures using dedicated mathematical model 
tools in Kcrtch. 'lihcy have found flint the Kertch Ray was suflrring scvcrc erosion and 
caused the sea to encrcxuuh the Rantau 1'etronas ('omplcx. 'lhe results of the study in 
Kcrtch Bay, with downeoast orientation of 7O" N shows that the not longshore transport 
in Nonh-Fast and South-West Monsoon arc 175. (0x) m'/your southward and 35, (Xx) 
m'/ycar , authward rc+pcctivcly with the total of 210. ((X) m'/ycar southward. 
Klomp, 1'ilnuutx and Vnkg (l993) stated that one of'thc tactors aflccting the stability of 
coutstal arcs within the Kcrtch Nay is the supply of sand from Sungai Kertch discharge. 
Evidcncc of the low river sand and water discharge may be found in the spit formation 
across the river entrance. A further factor that causes erosion along the Kcrtch flay is 
the changes imposed upon the coastal system by human action like the removal of the 
natured dune system and vegetation cover from the upper bench face and beach mining 
for building pros ss. Such human interventions would reduce the natural resistance 
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aguin-st erosion and yield the uppcr hcuch facc more susccptihlc to the wave attack. 
I hcy have also studied the erosion hchavior at the R tntuu I'ctrotu s ('ompicx. This area 
was highly susccptihlc to any reduction of the volume of bar hypussing. The shoreline 
erosion mapping between 1006 und l')K7 gives evidence of this susceptibility in 
restoring dynamic equilibrium of Kcrtch Rar morphology (l igurc 2.6). 
Figurc 2.6: Kcrtch shorclinc variation from 1951) - 1999 
the avcragc erosion volume at Rantau I'ctrorw. s ('omplcx tnnm 1900 1987 is around 
40, (X1) rn'/ycar which would cyuul to the reduction of upcoavt sediment supply over a 
similar period. Klomp, l ilnuuns and Vrocg (1993) turvc dctcrmined several po%sihle 
mitigation measures to protcct the hcach from erosion. This includes artificial supply of 
wand (hcach nourishment), bulkhead, rcvctmcnt, seawall. breakwater. groyne and 
otTshore. 
2.6.3 Previous Surveys 
Irttc National ('oa. stal I: nosion Study was completed in 1980. '1bc survcys then 
continued by the Department of' Irrigation and Drainage (DID) to a. s. scss the state of' 
cnnºion of ccrtain shu)rclinc in '1 rrcngKanu. 'liic information and dutabassc gathered frimi 
I)lI) during sitc visit is prcycntcd in I'ablc '. 1. 
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Tublc 2.1: krsult from surveys from 1996 to 2(1O5 
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A rclxort from I)II) of I crcng$zutu xtutcd that on 9 Jtuuutry 2(X$), 'I"cluk I. i1u91 Beach 
faced serious en)xion due to the cflcct of xtnmg wave especially during high tide. 1mm 
the site invc Iti ation, it was found that the erosion tuts caused serious problem when 
the beach has eroded 5 to in width and I in in depth at the existing Flex-slab revetment. 
The cfTect can be found along 5(X) to of beach where the shoreline in 'I'eluk I iput (leach 
is ju%t 2m from cowstal road. Beside. SU m of the mad was eroded and part of it was 
collapsed. 'l he wave overtopping also caused damages to the wave screening structure, 
pedestrian walkway and road surtncc. Realising that problem, a meeting wam conducted 
by the local Authority on 10 January 20($) and chaired by the District ( )fTicer to take 
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immcdiatc action to avoid from more serious problcm. From the local rcsidents' 
fccdhack, they claimed that this ycar's incident is the worst erosion cvcr happened. 
From the previous site investigation, it was found that the main cause of erosion here is 
the big wave carrying large energy coming from the South China Sea especially during 
North-East Monsoon. In 1991, a detail study was conducted by I)1I) with Ranhill 
Her%ckutu Sdn. Nhd. in order to find the solution to the erosion problem. his study 
covered 9.8 km of'shoreline from 1g. 1)ungun (north) to T g. (iadung (south). 'floc result 
of the study showed that S km of shoreline from 1)ungun river mouth to 'I'cluk l. ipat 
Reach and in front of I)ungun Golf Course. Nevertheless, the erosion has shifted to the 
unprotected area adjacent to the protected area (I)II), 2(X)9). 
2.7 Frosba Control Measures 
1-he conicyuc ccs of coastal erosion can he limited by controlling erosion of costal 
land or by controlling the usage of coastal land. There arc two methods that can be 
applied which are hard engineering and soft engineering. Hard engineering is dealing 
with the structural solutions such as breakwater, groyne, revetment, beach drainage, 
concrete block and seawall or training wall. Soil engineering does not require structural 
member such as beach nourishment. mangrove replanting, wand-tilled tube (NOES, 
19K ). 
2.7.1 Hreskwater 
"Breakwatcm arc built to reduce wave action through a combination of reflection and 
dissipation of incoming wave energy. When used for harboni, breakwaters are 
constructed to create sufficiently calm waters for safe mooring and loading operations, 
handling of ships, and protection of harbor facilities. l$reakwuters alb) built to improve 
maneuvering conditions at river mouth entrances and to help regulate sedimcntation by 
directing currents and by creating areas with different levels of wave disturbance" 
(Klcmtp, Tilman%, and Vrocg, 1 
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2.7.2 Groyne 
" (iruyncs arc built to stahilirc u stretch of natural or artificially nourishcd huch against 
crosion that is duc primarily to a net longshorc loss of beach material. (; royncs function 
only when lonphorc transport is prcscnt. Groynes arc narrow structures, usually 
straight and pcrpcndicular to the prc-projcct shoreline (Klomp. Tilmans. and Vn)cg. 
1993). 
2.7-3 Revetment 
-Rcvctmcnt% arc onshore structures with the principal function of protecting the 
shorclinc from erosion. Revetment structures are flexible and typically consist of armor 
ruck or cast concrete blocks. Revetments rest on the surface being protected and depend 
on it for support. They are relatively light structures and are well suited to locations flee 
of heavy wave attack" (Klomp. 'i'ilnum. s, and Vnocg, 1993). 
2.7.4 Reach Drainage 
"l; cach drains comprise perforated land drain pipes buried below the upper beach 
surface, and connected to a pump and discharge. The concept is based on the principle 
that sand will tend to accrete if the beach surlitcc is permeable due to an artificially 
lowered water table. The system is largely buried and therefiue has no visual impact. 
the system actively lowers the water table in the swash zone, thereby enhancing the 
wave absorption capacity of the beach, reducing sand fluidization and encouraging sand 
deposition. The deposited sand will form an upper beach berm to protect the dune face 
from being eroded especially during stone events" (Kiomp, Tilmans, and Vrneg, 1993). 
2.7.5 ('oncrctc Block 
" tic nwin purpose of* the concrctc block is to provide mcdium term (3-15 year) 
protection to the backshorc arch by absorbing wnvc energy along the dune face. *Ihcir 
application is restricted to the upper part of sandy beaches since they arc not sufficiently 
dunshlc to withstand regular direct wave action" (Klomp. 7 ilmans. and Vroeg. 1991). 
IK 
2.7.6 [leach Nourishment 
"licarh nourishment is also known as bcuch rcplcnishment, beach feeding or hcuch 
recharge. leach nourishment is a soft structure solution used for prevention of shoreline 
erosion. Material of preferably the sanme, or larger, grain site and density as the natural 
beach material is artificially placed on the eroded part of the beach to compensatc f'r 
the lack of natural supply of beach material. '11ic beach fill might protect not only the 
beach where it is placed, but also down drift stretches by providing an up drill point 
source of sand" (Klomp, '1'ilmans, and Vrocg, 1993). 
2.7.7 Mangrove Replanting 
"Wave cncrity reaching typically flat nuengrove-binged coasts is usually low allowing 
silt sired material to remain at or near the shorc. Short fetches and depth limited wave 
approach directions of' mangrove-ringed coasts limit wave energy from reaching the 
shore and thus prevent the shore from erosion" (Kamaruzzumun and ()ng, 2(x)8). 
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3.2 Eicscarch 
11x: study was started by discussing with the Student Supervisor to get basic ideas of' 
the project. 11w prclirninury and supplementary literature rescurch was then conducted 
through the intcrnet, journal, textbook, article, report and some other papers to collect 
all the related information regarding to the coastal erosion. One of the most useful 
sources of intornurtion is the report of National Coastal l'. rosion Study (N('1": 5). I1ic 
study was conducted in 1996 by the consultants appointed by the government which 
contains all the valuable data and information about the condition of coastal area, causes 
and cfTect of erosion as well its the solutions to this problem 
3-3 site Visit 
I be third stage of this project is site visit to the study location. Ehe purpose of site visit 
is to carry out the assessment on the beach erosion, socioeconomic and cultural 
conditions of the coastal areas. '11ic author has managed to do meeting and discussion 
with the Department of Irrigation and Drainage (1)11)) in Kuala 'lcrengganu and 
Kcnmman to get more infimmation. During the site visit, sampics of'shore material were 
collected to test in the laboratory. Data gathering was also conducted with the local 
communities. 11w local communities were one of the important sources of infimmation 
because they were quite Camiliar with the coastal dynamics and were able to explain in 
detail on the erosion problem. 'liicy had a good understanding of the potential causes of 
coastal erosion and the likelihood oC success oC proposed solutions. 
A shoreline classification is developed fir this project to define the fcutures and 
charnctcristics of the coo. tul arcu in tcrms of* several set of parumctcrs. Ihe primary 
purpose of the shoreline classification system is hasicully as a scrccning tool to assist in 
the identification of the location, length and nature of the crnsion at a particular area. 
Ibc shoreline classification system has bcrn reduced into a tabulated form in order to 
make it easier to under, tand, I he author has srl scvcrul parameters to describe the shore 
such as occanogrnphy/mctcornlogy, coastal land use, local community/activity. 
slxmvlinc condition, shoreline material, shorrlinc vegetation cover and coastal 
protection structure. 
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3.4 l. nboratorr Work 
Sicve wtulysis was conducted to detenninc the particle site distribution of' the %alilpics 
of beach ntutcriul by using Sieve unitlysis apparatus. After the sieve analysis completed. 
graphs of particle site distribution were plotted on the semi-log graph paper in order to 
calculate the ('octlicicnt oftlnif'Orntity and ('ocilicicnt of('urvattire. 
Filturr . 1.2: tiirvr nnnly, r"ix uphurulux 
1 1) 
CI 1AP"I'FEt 4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Environmental Data 
It is %-cry important to know the key parameters in conducting this study such as wave 
properties, wind, longshore transport and tide variations. Among those pansmetcr . the 
most important environmental data is the wave properties. l1le wave data were 
collected fnom the Malaysian Mete rological Department (MMI)). Figure 4.1 below 
shows the significant wave height and the mean wave period of South-Fast Asia region. 
It is noted that the significant wave height in southern coastline of" I'crcngganu is about 
0.1 to O. b tit arxf the mean wave period is 3 seconds. 
'I [ i. - m[ 'i s -[ i.. [ rlq ''Of i: W 
n.. rw 
Figurr 4.1: tiignificaat wavc hcight (ntctcr. nlwdcd cuntuur) und ,, can wavc pcri4xl 
(: wci: andx, whitc Iincs) 
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the intornUUion from MMI) also indicated that the mcun wind speed around the 
southern waistline of I'crcngganu is about I0 20 km/h. ( )thcr important panunctcrs arc 
the maximum wave height and peak wave period its shown in the Figure 4.2. It was 
predicted that the maximum wave height varics from 0.5 in up to I in especially in the 
Northeast Monscxrn and the peak wave period is 5 seconds. These values are actually 
the estimated daily values and the maximum wave height might be larger up to 1.5 m as 
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Fi jurv 4.2: Maximum wuvc hcight (mctcr%, shadcd contours) und pcak wavy pcrioxl 
(seconds. whits lincs) 
4.2 Results of Slew Analysis 
I the rc>ult-,. % of' the %icvc iuuºlysis urc sununuriicd and tabulated in table 4.2. the 
calculation includcw the dctcmining the ('oeflicicnt if t ºniformity (Cu) and ('ocfticicnt 
of Curvature (('c). 'Ehe cyuntionr governing thcsc two paramctcrx arc: 
(a) ('urfl'icicnt uf'I inifiºrntity, Cu - ! )aa/I)In 
(h)('arfl'icicnt uf'('urvaturc, Cc "- (I)IUI2 / I)Ioxl)MI 
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I)w, I)16, I)w, I)w, I)M, arxl D)4 arc the particle sizes in diameter at 10,16,30,50, (+0 and 
X4 percent passing resprctively. I he rclationship of the Cu and ('c values with the 
scdintcrtt group ruºme is given by the Unified Soil Classification ('hurt. If'thc Cu valuc 
is cgwud or closc to 1, the sediment is uniformly distrihutcd and the Cu is much grcutcr 
or Ire, % than 1, the scdimcnt is not uniformly distrihutcd. I lnifi unity hcrc rcfcrti to the 
distribution of the purticlcs Curving various sizes including line and coursc matcrials. 
The group name shows whether the sample is well graded or poorly graded which 
depends on the ('c value. If' the Cc is greater than I and less than 3, it means that the 
sample is W01-(; radcd (W(; ) but if the ('c is less than I or greater than 3, it is 
classified as Poorly-(; radcd (PG). I), n represents the median size or average site of 
panicle of a sand sample. 'Ibis is an important parameter to determine the average site 
of sediment at any location and thus. determine the type of' sediment. The American 
Geophysical I tnion Sediment ('la siIteution System gives a guide in order to determine 
the sediment type based on the average sediment sits. Ehe sediment site range and its 
type are shown in 'fable 4.1. 
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I he Iongshorc sediment tnu%sport rote can he expressed as the volume trunslx)rt rate Q, 
having unit., % such us nil/day or m'/year. 'Ibis total volume includes 49% void space 
between particles um well as the 60% solid groins. Another rcpresentution of the 
longih rc sediment transport rutc is an immersed weight transport rutc li related to the 
volume transport rule by: 
(h " li/ ((p. -- p) g0 -a)j ............................................................... 
I: yuutiun I 
whcrc p. - ma. xr dcnxity ut' thc . rcdimcnt gain 
p- rnama dcnsity of watcr 
S- itravity accclcratiun 
n- jxin»ity 
I he vulunic of the trans[xort rutc Qi also can he cxprcsscd us: 
lli .. ý K: I (p,, R) / 16k"(p. - p) (1-n)) i 1ib"= x xIA(2ub) ... . .... ..... ..... ...... Eyuutiun 
2 
whcrc K- proix)rtiurnºlity cuctlicicnt (ºfimcnsiunlcss) 
k- hrcukcr index (11,, /cfº, ) 
uº, - w"uvc hrcnkcr unglc rclutivc to the shurcline 
kcccntly, dcl Vallc, Mcdina, and l. usuidn (19)3) have prcticntrd an empirically hn. ycd 
rclutinnship I'M the K parameter with the nveragc scdlmcnt sin as hcltlw: 
K-1.4 cii., t'........................................................................ Equation 3 
For this study, the calculation of possihlc longshorc tnutspon will be focused on the 
arcs. m whcrc the erosion is critical and significant. The net longshorr sediment transport 
is assumed to be icro for the arras where the erosion is acccptahlc. Some assumptions 
have to be made because there are no exact environment data within the study arras. 
I hcrcforc, the possiblc longshorc transport will be calculated based on the estimated 
value of breaking wave height, breaker index, wave breaker angle, and porosity. Ihose 
estimated values are as below: 
(a) Wave hrcaking hcight, 11n- 0.5m (takc signiticant wavc hcight from Figurc 4.1) 
(h) Ilrcakcr itxicx, k- 1(thus, dr, -- U. -Sm) 
(c) V`'avc hrcukcr anglc - tit, (dcpcnds on thc wavc aircctiun) 
(d) 1'aruxity, n-0.4 
I; Xjunplc of calculation: 
11,411mmcd no lonohorc trnn. ýclx)rt in KU. Tcluk l. iput l; cach; 
I)utu' 
" t, - 102S kU/m' 
" tý, - 26S(1 kg/ml 
" Eý - 9. It I m! l 
" »-0.4 
"I lA - 0.5111 
" ut, - 20" (mcasurcd rclutivr to whurclinc) 
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.ýi(, iti I , 
" ýý,,, u. xx ý ý» 
ý 1.4 c"«ýwý_ 1.4 c'=ti, aU; º (). 15 
11, K x((pýý; ) / 16k"'(h, p) (1-n)) x II,, 'ý' x sin(2ut, ) 
0.15 x (l I0? 5, ý(). xl )/(16x(2650-1025)(1-0.4))) x 0.5'' x sin(40") 
- 0.15 x (3210.39/15W0) x 0.1 32 
- 0. (X)41 m'! s 
- 129,298 m'/yr (w)trihwurd) 
I'ahle 4.3 hclow sthows the volume of the estimated net longshore sediment tnunslxon in 
the location of significant and critical erosion. 
Tublc 4.3: h: ytimutcd no kmkshurc . r"cdimcnt truntilx)rt 
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1I, 1*9 (northward) 
The wIx)lc study area is divided into 12 strctchc, which will he dcscrihed in detail in 
this part of the rcpcºrl. All the data and intiºrmation 1ºrescntcd wcrc collected from recent 
site asscswncnt and mcasurcmcnt. DID and also from the sicvc analysis results. 
'Ihrau9hout the study period. two site visits were conducted during scntcstcr break. '11)c 
first visit w conducted (rum 22"d March 2(X)') to 25`" March 2(X)(). Another visit was 
conducted in 15"' June 2001) to 2I" June 2(X)'). Sccond visit was purposely conducted in 
order to update and assess the current condition of the shorclinc. from NO visit, it was 
found that there was no changcs happen with respect to the shorcline condition in just 4 
. )8 
months time. Most of the wuvc data were ucttutlly taken based on observation at the site 
location in the morning and in some other areas, the wave height was taken in the 
aflcnxx)n. O erall, the wave height is small because this measurement was taken during 
calm sea condition. -I hcsc values might change during monsoon periods either during 
North last or South West Monsoon. 
4.4.1 Stretch 1(Kg. ltantau Abang - Kg. Kuala Abang) 
the shoreline from Kg. Runtau Abang to Kg. Kuala Abung is approximately 0.25 km in 
length (F igure 4.3). Irtic shoreline is relatively straight and trends in it northwesterly 
dirrection. Kg. Rantau Ahang is located in the district of I )ungun with the co, ordiruate of 
N 04" 51.572', h: 103" 23.870'. No stream or river flow out to the sea along this 
shoreline. A coastal road runs parallel to the shoreline. 'Ibe wutcr quality is good as 
there is no interference by human activity along the shoreline. I'hc beach is directly 
exposed to waves fr orn the South China Ica. ' he observed dominant wave direction is 
from North 80" West with an aver age height of 0.2 in. Vcgctation along this shoreline 
includes grasses on flat areas, casuarina trees and secondary fiorest. I here is swamp land 
near to the shoreline which consists of mangrove and some tropical trees or shrub. 
Development along the shoreline includes residents' houses and a few chalets provided 
along the coastal road. '1? tc predominant beach material is fine sand on the hackshore 
and coarsc sand on the foreshorc. 
the Cu and ('c cocflicicnt arc 2.3')I and 0.773 respcctivcly and is considered n, s poorly 
graded sand. (lvcrull, this urea is stahk whcrc shore rctrcut is noted about I to or Icss 
pcr year but suhjcct to seasonal changes. 'Ihe transport in this area is nearly normal to 
the diorclitic situx the net tuovcnient of sediment from North and South is almost irro. 
the beach width is about 3() m and hatch slope is 1: 8 and the erosion category can be 
classified as acccptuhic since the crosiun does not appear to he significant or threatening 
any structure. 
I igurr 4.3: Muh of Stretch I(Icll) and kantuu Ahung Itruch (right) 
4.4.2 Stretch 2(Kit. Kuala Abang - KR. Tcluk l; idara) 
Iltis area covers upproxinuttciy 5. (25 km long of shorclinc whcrc thcrc arc two 
headlandis located between Kg. Ktutlu Abang and Kg. I cluk I; edara which arc T g, Juni 
and I g. Ihutgun (Figure 4.4). Tic beach is exposed directly to the wave from the South 
('hirer Sea with the direction from North 90" Wcst. Two small islands like 1'uluu 
l cnggul and l'uluu Nyirch which is to cutcd 2K km cast of Kuala l)ungun give little 
effect in reducing the wavc energy from reaching the shoreline. In tcnns of coastal land 
Use. some portion of the shoreline has been dcvclopcd with the recreation place 
especially at F g. Jaru. but some areas arc still undeveloped. The shoreline condition is 
stable with the beach width is 10 in and slope is about 1: 10. lime predominant beach 
material is poorly graded coarse sand, Iite wavc is extreme only in the Northeast 
Monsoon season but throughout the year the wavc action is very limited. This arcu is 
also relatively stablc whcrc shore retreat is about Im or Icss per year. the longshorc 
transport is to the south. Quite likely, the net longshorc transport rate was low, 10 (X)0 
to 30 (XX) m'/ycar as stated in the Nfl' S (19140). Flic erosion category along this 
shoreline is acceptable. 
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Fi}; urc 4.4: Mill) ui'titrctch 2(I01) and Kg. lcmiun Bruch (right) 
4.4.3 Stretch 3 (Kuala I)ungun -- Ký. 'I'cluk I, ipat) 
I In% : ucu i. ;. 45 knr long and cxtcnds from Kuala I)ungun to Kg. Tcluk I. iput (Figure 
43), M is area is characterized by hook-shaped hay. The large river providing sediment 
is Sungai Ihuigun, located at the north end of the hay and immediately downdrifl of the 
headland. 'I he wave direction is to the west, uplxositc to the flow discharge of Sungui 
I hungwi with the average height of O. I m. Common shoreline material is coarse sand in 
Kb. Ieluk l. iput and very ccmrsc wand at Kuala 1)ungun. Ihie condition at the river 
mouth i% unstable where significant erosion was found at the left hank of the river 
mouth. Me local residents have taken the initiative by implementing gahion to protect 
the bank from continuous erosion. 
In Kg. I eluk I. ipat, the obsmcd wavc direction is from North 80" Wcst with the 
average height is 0.3 m. Ilowcvcr, during the Northeast Monsoon pcriod, the wave 
height can reach up to I m. liar development along the shoreline includes coastal road, 
houses, restaurants and recreatiorual park. the category of erosion in this area can be 
clamificd as critical. 1)uc to the extreme wavc action, ulmost 1.5 km of the shoreline is 
facing critical erosion where the existing beach width is approximately 5m and the 
slope is 2: 5. Some protection works have been constructed along the shoreline such as 
I Icx-slah, seawall, groynes, hcach nourishment and sand hag. 
il 
Ncvcrtlx-Icss, the construction of pcrpcndiculur structure likc groyne cuuscs enure 
cr)sion at the dovvndrill ol'thc structure and accretion at the upc1ritt (I igurc 4.6). 'Ihc 
accretion and erosion at the groyne shows that the net longshorc tninsix)rt is to the south. 
In order to deal with this situation, beach nourishment is nccdcd to till the eroded 
shoreline so that the groyne will be cf1'cctivc fir the erosion protection. It is found that 
sonic ixortions of the Flex-slab dislocated or dislodged due to extreme wuvc action. 
Ihcrrtirv, the more reliable and cflcctivc structure like rock rcvctmcnt should be 
considered hccuusc the rick can absorb and dissipate more energy as compared to the 
I Ic\ %Llh 
At the south end of the rcvctmcnt. there is another protection work being constructed 
which is now of sand bags. the purpose of using sand hag is to protect the beach against 
the wave action. ilicse sand bags arc capable to dissipate the energy from the wave. 
Since the bench is always subject to sediment transport, the application of sand bugs can 
prevent most of the beach material from bring transported to the other location. 
'Iltc dominant bcach nudcrial in Kg. I cluk 1. ipat is coamc %und. 'I'üc distribution of 
material is non uniform us sonic portion of fine sedimcnt has bccn transported to the 
south, leaving some portion of courser sediment. Bused on the initial data, the estimated 
net longahorc transport in this area is about I29,29ft m'/year (southward). 'f'he erosion 
and accretion will continue at the sides of the groyne as a result of this longshorc 
term. +lx>rt. 'therefore, beach nourishment is proposed to rcpIcnish the eroded beach at the 
downdrift of'the groyne. 
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I igurc 4.5: Map of'Strctch 1 (left) and critical twitch croMion ncur I ungun river mouth 
f igurc 4. b: (iruyncs (Icft) iuid critical crusiun at duwnJrifl ufthc gruync (right) 
4.4.4 Stretch 4 (Kg. Sure Mnrjid --TX. (: xdunit) 
the urea t'nom K. Surn Musjid to '1 g. (; udung covers about (o. ') kni of shoreline (I-igurr 
4.7). There arc thrcc villages located in this arcu which arc Kg. Sims MiLIjid. Kg. Surn 
I cngah and Kg. I3cris ('crung including it small river mouth, buy and rocky hcadland 
namely Kuala Surn, Icluk (iudung and '1g. (iadung. From Kg. Surn 'I'cngah to Kuala 
Surn and from Kuala Surn to 1 g. (; adung, the average obscrvcd wuvc height is 0.2 m. 
Ilic cnosion state in this area is considered us significant. 
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the average beach width and slope along this shoreline is 15 in and 1: 7.5 respectively. 
the beach in Kg. Sum el engah is very narrow and steep which is approximately 5m in 
width and 1/5 in slope. from Kg. Surn Masjid to Kg. Sura Tcngah, thcrc is no 
protection work he constructed. It was rccordcd in N('I"a (1986) that in 1984.100 to 
120 m of rock revetment had been constructed to protect the shoreline from Kg. Surn 
I engah to 'I'cluk (; adung. From the current study, it was found that this rock revetment 
has been extended about 2 knm up to Kuala Surn. I lowcvcr, this nick rcvctmrttt does not 
have filter layer and subject to damage especially during the high wave attack. In that 
case, the coastal rind, houses and also MARA Institute of-technology of I)ungun will 
he in danger especially in Northeast Monsoon. During the high tide, the water can reach 
up to the toe of the revetment. 'Ihc main cause of erosion hcrc is the strong wave and 
long horc transport which carry sediment to the south. leach nourishment is also 
applied at the end of this area which is near to the river mouth of' Sungai Surn. Ehe 
beach nourishment was done in order to protect the recreation park and improve the 
beach nppearance. 
ýý ýý -ý 
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I igurc 4.1. Map ot'Strrtch 4 (left) rock rcvctmcnt in Kg. Berk ('crung (right) 
4.4.5 Strrtcb t (Kuala Paka -'I'X. l. abuban) 
Chin in a quite long %trctch with the nhorclinc length of about 17.2 knm (Figure 
4-9). Chia area in cluuactcrirrd by a river mouth in Kuala I'aka, straight sandy beach 
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from Kg. ('acar to Kg. Schcrang and headlands at Tg. 13atu 1. utu and Tg. I. ahuhan. 'l he 
special feature found in this area is the fiOrn ration of wand spit near to the river mouth in 
Kuala Paka. The local residents reported that previously the discharge of Sungai Paka 
can flow out directly to the sea. I1acy can easily drive their bouts because the river 
mouth was big enough and the water was deep. Recently, they face difficulty to go out 
and come in because the access through this river mouth is getting narrower with 
decreasing of water depth. Along this shoreline from Kuala I'uku to T g. l. ahuhan, the 
average observed wave height during the site visit was 0.3 m with the direction of North 
90" West. 'Ibc beach width is about 15 m and the slope is 1: 10. The beach material was 
well graded medium sand. 
[his area is always exposed to the wave attack from South China Sea and sometimes 
during the high tidc, the water can cover half of the beach width. Once the water goes 
back to the sea, most of* the fine sediments will he carried away towards the sea and 
cause erasion. The resident's houses arc in danger especially during the Northeast 
Monsoon because sometimes the big wove can reach up to some level which might he 
very dangerous to the coastal road in Kg. ('scar. 'lhcrcfire, the erosion in this area can 
be classified as significant. Much development can be seen from Kuala l'aka to 1g. 
I(atu Lain. This includes development of coastal road, town, housing, schools, 'FNN 
Power Station, oil and gas terminals and factories, Puka Port, and I'etrºnas (ias 
Processing Complex. located on the left and right side of the road. the existing 
protection work include 1.5 km of offshore breakwater and revetment at the Kcrtch 
Port and also series of groynes in 1'g. Natu 1. uta (Figure 4.9). 'Ibis offshore breakwater 
is used to protect the port from the wave action and to improve the navigation and 
mooring condition for the oil and gas vessels. 
the revetment at the Kcrtch Port was nuufc up of nx: ks in order to pnotcct the hrach as 
well as the facilities from the ctlcct of erosion. The construction of this revetment is 
actually to replace the existing Flcx-slah structure that was totally danwitcd and could 
not function anymore, The groyne was built to protect the bench from the erosion due 
to longshorr transport. The accretion of the sediment at the updrifl of the groyne shows 
that the net lonusharv transport is moving in south-north direction. 'Therefore, hcach 
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nounJimcnt is nccdcd to covcr the cnxfcd hcuch at the duwudrifl of* the groy'nc u+ flail 
the prupcrtics and stnictures can he prutcctcd. 
m 
I 
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I if'urc a. tt: ' fah ut'Stretch 5 (left) und significant beach erosion near Kuuulu Paka (right) 
hKurr 4.9. lirrakNcutcr urul gno)ncs at Kcrtch lx, rt (1c It) and rock rc%ctnncnt (right) 
4.4.6 Stretch 6 (Kuala Kcrtrh - Kg. HMhMru) 
A xgvcial icaturc in this arcn is thc htx)kcd-yhnpcil buy which was t6rmca i tK) ol'ycars 
ago. II)c only rivcr that rroviacs scilimcnt to thc shorclinc is Sunni Kcrtch. A suuly 
ý 
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was conductcd in 1997 showed that the Kcrtch Bay was in dynamic equilibrium. The 
shurclinc in this area is aLx)ut 3.13 km (Figure 4.10). Flic average wavc height is 0.2 m. 
t": rusiun in this area can be claxsilicd us significant. 'l he common beach material is 
ctutrsc sand. Reach width and slope is 1(1 m and 1: 10 respectively. 
the development was found at 4(H) ni from the shoreline including road, housing, 
buildings and some jetties for fishing activity. It was fiºund that the outlet of Sungni 
Kcrich is smaller than the width of'thc river. 'Ibis is partly due to the effect of longshorv 
transport which moves the sediment from south towards the river mouth. This longshorv 
transpº)rt causes the erosion on the beach and contributes to sedimentation in the river 
mouth. the common problem in this area was the sedimentation in river mouth, not the 
erosion at the beach, Since most of the local residents are involved in fishing activity, 
they arc very sensitive to the sedimentation or siltation problem. The water depth in the 
river mouth is getting shallower because the sediments arc brought from the inlet of 
Sungai Kcrteh and slightly from the littoral drift. 
the sediments in the rivcr mouth are recently dredged to allow access for the fisherman 
is which is carried out by a contractor appointed by the 1)11) tamely MIKA 
61 -OHAI - Sdn. Hhd. (l igurc 4.1O). According to the Project Matager, the current depth 
of the water is less than 1. S in and this river mouth should be maintained at least 4 in in 
depth so that the big bouts can puss through the outict of the river. IIc claimed that the 
dredging was once carried out in 2(x). S tier the sattic purpose. 1)uc to relatively high 
sediment accumulation rate, this problem occurs again in just 4 years tintc. In order to 
improve the navigation condition, a short detached breakwater was constructed at the 
. uuth hack of rivcr mouth to prevent the intrusion of sediments from the adjacent beach 
into the river mouth. 
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I igurc 4.1U: Map ol'titrctch 0( Icll º and dmlging work at Kuulu Kcrich (right) 
4.4.7 Strctch 7 (Kg. Ilaharu -- Kuala Kcmaaik) 
Iloc 7.8 km shoreline in this area located at the south end of the hoxok-shaped bit) 
(1'igure 4.11). Almost 7 kin of the shoreline is forcing critical erosion caused by the 
wave attack from South ('hints Sea. l'hc observed average wave height was 0.4 in 
moving to the western which is approximately normal to the shoreline. The sediment 
trn nspxort in this area is much caused by cross-shore trnsport. Tine effect of this 
transport causes most of the beach materials to be very course sand because the finer 
portion of beach sediment was curried away towards the sea. About I knm from Kuala 
Kcmasik, the beach is consists of rock and medium sand. Overall, the beach width is 
about 15 m and the slope is 1: 10. 
In tcnns of the development, this area consists of Kuntau 1'ctn)nas Township, Kuntau 
f'ctrnna3 Sctux)l, 1'ctronas ('arignli Complex. Mcsrn Mall Shopping ('ornplcx, hou.. cs, 
golf courllc and road. '[*he beach near to the Kuntau 1)ctronas l ownship and Rantau 
1'etr)nas School is very unstable and subject to extreme wave attack. 'llic Oleo of' 
crmion can be seen clearly at S(X) in of shoreline behind the Kuntau Petn)nas School 
where the erosion in approaching the school's gute and the remaining land is just Sm 
from the shore (Figure 4.11). Where is no any protection work carried out along the 6km 
IN 
of'thc shurclinc. I lowcvcr, protcctiun works such as groync, gabion und also rctaining 
wall arc found at a Jistancc of I km from Kuala Kcmusik. 
At S(X) m fnrm Kuala Kernasik, there are guhion and it huge stricture which is made of 
concrete blocks, constructed to protect the beach and some resident's houses (Figure 
4.12). At the back of'the concrctc blocks, rocks were randomly dumped to increase its 
stability and prevent from sliding during the high wave. A few local residents reported 
that before the construction of the revetment, the life of the residents was in danger 
becausc their houses are just very ncur to the sea. During the Southeast Monsoxon, the 
erosion muses the beach to become narrower and steeper and sometimes the wave can 
reach up to their house. A few stnicturcs on the hackshore were damaged as a result of 
the wage action (Figure 4. I2). 'laic possible protection measure that could he 
implemented is the rock revetmcnt starting from the south end of concrete block to 
some length close to the river mouth. 
I iburc 4.1 1: 11fup uf'titrrtch 7(I01) and rcurp ncar Ituntuu I'ctrunu. ýc Schwl (right) 
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Figurc 4.1 2: Concrete block (1r11) und damage structure (right ) 
4.4. N Stretch 8 (Kuala Kcmaxik - Kuala Kijal) 
Stretch x covers about S, t) km long from Kuala Kentasik and extcnds southward to 
Kuala Kijal (Figure 4.11). 2.4 km of" shorclinc I min Kuala Kcnutsik is stuhle where the 
cn»ion is still acceptable. The beach along this shoreline is diflcrent &omn other places 
because most of the beach materials consist of rock and some fine sand. No 
dcvclopm nt is found since this area is covered by forestry and the road is located at 
7(x) in from the shoreline. As moving to the south, there is it recreational area which is 
Awana Kijal (loll Resort located along the 2 km of shoreline. At this particular area, the 
wave height is about 0.5 m moving to the west. 'typically, the beach material consists of 
coarse sand The beach is 20 in in width and 1: 10 in slope. Vegetation in this area 
composed of casuarinas trees and grasses. The formation of scarp at the foreshore is the 
cvidcncc of the significant erosion. Thc resort will be in danger especially in the 
Northeast Monsoon period because the big wave will cause more erosion and 
consequently threaten the facilities that were built near to the beach. 
Me arva from Awarus Kijal dolt Kcsort to Kuala Kijal, the shoreline is ulx)ul 3.5 kill. 
Me dominant wave moves North NO West with the average height of U. 2 in. Ehe beach 
width is about 20 m and almost 10 m new the river mouth. The erosion in this area can 
he classified as acceptable since there is no development and no significant impact to 
the vegetation along the shoreline. However. the sedimentation does appear to he 
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critical at the outict of Sungal Kijul. I'hc local residents reported that the configuration 
of the river mouth has changed us compared to S to 10 ycurs ago. This is mainly due to 
the accumulation of the sand brought by the river flow during the flood sow n. The 
water depth is just about I to especially in the draught period. 11wc south side of the 
river hank is strengthened by the crushed stones in order to protect the Kijul I-. auth 
Station (Cclcom) (Figure 4. I4). 
1.1`urc 4.13: Map ut titrctch K(Ictl) und yhurclinc crusiun in front iºt'Awunu Kijul (foil' 
Kcw)rt (right) 
I-igurc 4.14: Kix: k rcvctmcnt at thc IHUiIº of'Kijul Kivcr Mouth in front of Kqul Iurtli 
Station (('clcomº 
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4.4.9 Stretch 9 (Kuala Kljal -- Kg. 7'eluk Kalunk) 
Ibis area is 1.0 km long extends from Kuala Kijul to Ig. Pcnunjuk and 5.7 kni long 
from I g. l'cnunjuk to Kg. Tcluk Kulung (Figure 4.15). From the first 3 km of shoreline, 
the beach is made up of fine and medium sand with 25 in of width and 1: 10 of slope. 
the average wave height is hound to he 0.2 m and the direction is almost normal to the 
shore. Ihere is no development hound except the resident's houses which are quite far 
from the beach. the formation of small scarp at the foreshore shows that the state of 
erosion along this shoreline is acceptable. Although some purl of shoreline is currently 
rctrcating, but the effect of erosion is not very significant to the properties of the 
residents. The shoreline from l g. I'cnunjuk to Kg. Icluk Kalung consists of two rocky 
headlands and a . small hoxok-shaped buy in 11antai Tcluk Kalung. the shoreline in this 
area is mostly charactcritcd by rocky beach except the sandy beach near to the Kijal 
Strawberry Park and in Pantai Tcluk Kalung. this urea from Tg. 1'enunjuk to Tg. 
Scnajang is covered by the fierest and in sonic easuarinus trees are found near Pantai 
Teluk Kalung. The beach along this shoreline is stable since dominant bench materials 
are rocks and insensitive to the wave attack. (here is a recreational area in Pantai Tcluk 
l. ipat equipped with some facilities such as huts, playground, tennis court, groceries. 
fcxothall field, public toilets, and some benches. The beach is quite wide with the width 
is about 25 nr and with mild slope of about 1: 20. Common beach material consists of 
fine sand. 
I i`urc a. 1 >. Map of titrctch v(Icft) and Tcluk Kulung l3rach (right) 
A 
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4.4.10 Stretch 10 ("1'g. Kalung -'1'g. Sulung) 
Ibis 9.7 kin long of slxmlinc consists of a series of rocky headlands which arc 1g. 
Kalung, I g. l1<erhala and I g. Sulung (figure 4.16). This rocky headland and rocky 
beach is in stable condition and erosion is very limited along this shoreline. Dominant 
shoreline vegetation cover from '1 g. Kalung to '1'g. UUcrhala is forestry. The shape of the 
shorclinc from T g. Kerhala to 1'g. Sulung is a kind of small hook-shaped bay. There is 
huge development area extended from the shoreline towards the inland including 
Kcnuunan Hass Supply. The H( X) m north and 2.0 kni south breakwaters wcrc 
constructed to protect the facilities on the land and as the same time to improve the 
navigation and mooring condition in the turning basin to allow access fir the big vessels. 
Me dcvelopmcnt project of Kcmaman Mort was started in 1 9K I and completed in 1995 
with the total cost of KM 5(M) millions. 
I he pnujcct consistcd of three main phascs which the Phase I involved the dcsign and 
construction of ft(() an long breakwater to protect 360 in quaywall (5 berths) of 
reinforced concrete caissons, drcdgcd basin and approach channel, reclamation and 
shore installation for scrvicc of the supply lunges. Phase II development involved the 
design and construction of 6411 to long cart wharf' (3 berths) constructed using R. U. 
caissc n and %uhjcctcd to loading from crane, 1111 loading. bollard pull and berthing load 
of 150.0(x) 1)W I vciiacls. 11hasc 11 also comprised of dcsign and construction of l. l'(I 
icily (1 berth) to accommodate tankers between 1,1(X) and up to 4(1, ((X) DWI. and 
dredging work (11 million m) liºr cart wharf', turning basin and channel and 
reclamation for cast wharf unol I clok Kalong Industrial I`. stutc. Phase III involved the 
deign and construction of l1cast and South 11rcakwutcr (rubble mound type) of 
approximately 2. ((X) in to facilitate entrance of ship, pnºtcct I. I'(i Basin. Apart from that, 
at the south of Kcnuuiutn Base Supply, there is a recreational area at the end of 'i'g. 
Sulung namely Iclaga Simpul Recreational Area which ficcing the Kcmuman River 
Mouth. A 60 to long phion was placed to protect the beach in front of the recreational 
"tep. 
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I igurc 4.10: Map ut'titrctch 10 (101) and Kcnuunaun south breakwater (right) 
4.4.11 Stretch II (Kuala Kcmaman -- Kx. (: cliga Ilaharu) 
the area from Ktutlu Ketnuman to Kg. (icliga covers about 2.5 km long of shoreline 
(I, igurc 4.17). Iltc main river providing the sediment to the adjacent beach is Sungai 
Kcrttamun. Out of 6 main rivers in southern shoreline of -I crcnggunu, Sungai Kemamun 
is the largcnt rivcr where many economic activities arc found at the rivcr mouth. It 
scrvex as the main route for fishing and rccrcutional boats and provides sediment supply 
to the %borchnc. Most of the sediments are brought trout two rivers which coming from 
north and south and meet at the outlet of Sungui Kenuunun. Flic general alignment of 
the beach is North 10" Vast. There is no island located ofl%horc along the shoreline and 
thus the shoreline is cxposcd directly to the wave from South China Sea. It was reported 
in N(i S (199h) that about 2. S km of shoreline in this area was fitcing critical erosion. 
l 1w beach was very narrow due to scvcrc erosion and sometimes the wave had reached 
to the residents' houses. 
Rcccntly. the condition ulonj the shorcline is rclativcly stuhlr. °l'hc crosion has changcd 
from critical to acccptuhlc. Many cunstntction of hrutcction works wcrc applicd such as 
ufOU)m brrakwatcr and ytnlync (Filturc 4.1K). guhiun and hcach nourishrncnt (Figurc 
4.19) the curtwtrtktiun ofull'shor hrcukwatcr ut K(X) m offshorc from Kuala Kcinaman 
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has helped much in order to reduce and reflect the wuvc energy to the sea and maintain 
the calm condition in the river mouth. This is very imlxºrlant not just to protect the 
beach from erosion, but to protect the jetties and houses from the wave action. Another 
imponant strtcturc is the nick rcvctnrcnt which is Minot 2.5 km long parallel to the 
slxorcline (Figure 4.17). [hc rcvctmcnt was designed and constructed to protect the 
beach along the shoreline from critical erosion us well its the resident's scttlcment 
because most of the houses are suhjcct to direct wave attack because nuuiy of their 
houses arc just close to the scu. Concurrently, the beach nourishment was also applied 
to recover the eroded beach behind the nick revelment. The cflccts of* previous critical 
erosion arc %till there including the scarp fiornuation and damaged structures. 
I- igurc 4.17: Map ut'titrctch 1 I(left) and nx; k rcvctmcnt (right) 
Fiburc ý. 1 H. l; ruync Ilctt) und ullshurc brculºwutct (ttl; ht) 
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1-igurc 4.1 9: ( iuhiun ( Icfl ) and Kutch nourishmcnt (right) 
4.4.12 Stretch 12 (kg. (; cliga l3aharu - Kß. (; cliRa Na»ar) 
11w Iu%t rcrkh co%rrs about 1.; knm long shoreline from Kg. (icligu Buluuu to Kg. 
(icliga lasur new the tx)rder of i crcngganu and Pahang (Figure 4.20). The beach width 
is utx, ut 25 m and the slope is I: 10. Vegetation covers include grasses and casuarinas 
trees. I ypically, the beach material composed of line sand and small portion of medium 
sarxl. Development in this area includes housing, coastal road, and a well-known 
recreational area which is 1)c Monica Buy or Puntai Mck Nik. This shoreline is 
currently stable and the erosion can be classified as acceptable. 
ýýýý . 1b 
I'i urc 4,20: Map of Strrtch 12 (Irft) and I)c Monica Hay (right) 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
the couactal zone is the major attraction pole fir settlement and economic development. 
A lot of economic activities such as urbanization, agriculture, recreation, cco-tourism, 
fisheries, aquaculture and oil and gas exploration tire situated in this area. liic coastal 
zone and its associated resources contribute significantly to the economic and social 
well being of the people of Malaysia. Consequently. demands of developments and 
industrialization in this area had made a very big impact on the natural resources and 
alter the existing shoreline profile. About 21) % (14(X) kin) of the total length of 
shoreline in Malaysia and 62.5 % (122.4km) of total shoreline in 'I'crengganu was 
facing serious erosion and this problem has been identified as national problem. 
the asses_wncnt on the current statc of erosion, identification of possihlr causes of 
coastal crnsion and evaluation on the pertonnancc of the existing protection works are 
among of the main objectives of the study. Sumplcs of beach sediment were collected 
and tested in the laboratory to analyze the particle sirs distribution and possihlc net 
longstxm sediment transports have been calculated at some locutions based on the 
current hydrological data and local sediment size. the data and information of previous 
studies and surveys from 1986 to 2(X)X have shown that many coastal areas in southern 
coastline of I'crengganu were fining critical erosion. Overall, the results of current 
study show that the crodcd length of shoreline is reduced. 'Ibis is because some 
locutions have changed from critical to significant and from significant to acceptahlc 
especially in Kcmaman and Kemasik. however, there arc some locutions still under 
significant and critical erosion which nerd to be protected immediately. 
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I Indcrstarxfing the key pnx: csscs of coastal dynamics and how coasts developed in the 
past and present, as well as over the short and long term, is very important for managing 
coastal erosion problems because coastal erosion may occur without cause for concern. 
This can he very complex and possibly controversial where many conflicts of interests 
exist within the coastal environment. In tuidition, coastal systems extend beyond 
jurisdictional boundaries and arc uflcctcd by impacts of many local users and by 
decision% made by diflcrcnt levels of government. The management of coastal systems 
requires involvement of many agencies at diflcrcnt levels of government. To ensure this 
bulancc, rigorous planning must be enforced as it requires a multi- and interdisciplinary 
etlort. It is rcconuncrulcd that such a concerted approach he organised to ensure 
mininwl unfavourable impact. Planning strategies must be bused on detailed area 
knowledge, mapping, /sorting, analyses, evaluations and inventory taking. A co- 
ordinated policy of research, planning and management hacked by public support will 
foster positive action. In a nutshell, it is highly recommended that the related 
government agencies and local authority to carry out it more detail and comprehensive 
research in order to develop better knowledge and understanding as well uv providing 
the data and information related to this national problem for future action. 
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RESULTS OF SIEVE ANALYSIS 
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